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Encourage the Talent! 
 
Picture captured by Atheeth. 
 

 

Name of the artist : Ms. M.Aruna. 
Education: M.fine Art History -Museology ,  
from Visva- Bharati University, Santiniketan,  
West Bengal. 
 

Guiding many talented persons in the field of Fine 
Arts (Painting & Sculpture) through M.S.N. 
Murthy Art Society. Conducting yearly Art 
Exhibitions & Crafts Exhibitions  in various 
places In India. Many children under her guidance 
achieved perfection and received awards and 
rewards in India, Japan, Germany, Finland and 
many other countries. Ms. Aruna herself  achieved 
so many awards and rewards from government 
and private authorities.  

 
       Ms. Aruna is targeting for 1000 Ganeshas (one is shown on the cover). No 
two Ganesh figures are alike. This is all done by her in meditative state. “By 
seeing her art work of approximately 34 different poses, I was thrilled.” says 
Sreenivas. Words are not enough to appreciate her creative work. She wants to 
display these thousand Ganesh figures at a suitable place permanently in vizag, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. We should extend our hands by contributing the expenses 
for drawing, frame work, for the material to display etc. To make her dream a 
reality, Sanghamitra has taken a step to collect donations. 
 
       Theses forms of Ganesh will be given a shape using jute. Many Physically 
disabled and orphan persons are going to do the job in her guidance. According to 
the preliminary estimate, this project requires 1000 frames – each costing 
approximately Rs.100/-; It also requires approximately 4000 square feet of display 
material – each square foot costs Rs.40/- ; The total comes to Rs.2,60,000/-. 
Sanghamitra wishes for a successful completion of her project  by the grace of 
Ganesha. You can send donations to Sanghamitra address. Moreover, Ms. Aruna 
expressed that the names of the persons donating more than Rs.10,000/- will be 
permanently displayed in the gallery. 
  
                                                                                                             - SuSri. 
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